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A. INTRODUCTION

Much of the equipment in petroleum operations is exposed to aqueous environments containing H2S
and is fabricated from carbon steel that is susceptible to cracking in wet H2S. Standards on material
requirements for resistance to cracking in wet H2S and test methods to assess the resistance of
materials to H2S cracking were developed by NACE International.

The development of testing methods for sulfide stress cracking (SSC), hydrogen-induced
cracking (HIC), and stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking (SOHIC) was driven by industry
requirements to evaluate and qualify materials for sour service. The NACE Standard TMO177 [1],
"Laboratory Testing of Metals for Resistance to Specific Forms of Environmental Cracking in H2S
Environments" was developed to assess SSC resistance, and another NACE standard, TM0284 [2],
was developed to evaluate pipeline and pressure vessel steels for resistance to HIC. The methodology
specified in NACE Standard TM0284 has been successfully used to evaluate the effects of chemical
composition, structure, materials processing, and orientation on the HIC resistance.

The double-beam specimen configuration described in ASTM G-39 [3] has been used to study
weldments and parent steels under applied tensile stress, in order to study SOHIC.

B. TEST PROCEDURES

The test methods that have been developed are used for developing improved alloys for sour service
and for selecting materials for application in specific sour environments. Variables that influence
cracking behavior include alloy composition and microstructure, hardness, total stress (applied stress
plus residual stress) and environmental parameters, such as pH and corrosivity. For example, Figure
1 shows the effect of hardness [4] of two materials, AISI4130 low-alloy steel and 12% Cr stainless
steel, on the threshold stress, or critical stress, above which SSC occurs. The conditions of a
laboratory test technique, the "BP Test," for studying HIC in a wet H2S environment, originally
developed by Cotton and subsequently included as a part of NACE Standard TM0284, are listed in
Table 1.
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of SSC threshold data (a^) for low-alloy (AISI 4130) and (AISI 410) steels [4].
Copyright by NACE International; reprinted with permission.

The specimen location and orientation for seamless and welded pipe are illustrated in Figure 2. As
shown, the coupons of both parent and weld metal are 20 x 100mm x wall thickness. Three
unstressed specimens of each material are immersed in the H2S-saturated solution. After the test,
three sections of each coupon, oriented as shown in Figure 3, are polished and examined for HIC
using the optical microscope at a magnification of 10OX. As indicated in Figure 4, HIC is assessed
quantitatively by determining the following three ratios:

1. Crack/length ratio (CLR), representing the amount of cracking in the rolling plane.
2. Crack/thickness ratio (CTR), representing the amount of cracking in the through-thickness

direction of the steel wall.

3. Crack/sensitivity ratio (CSR), representing a combination of CLR and CTR.

The CLR is defined as the ratio of the sum of the individual crack lengths, ai9 to the width of the
section observed; whereas CTR is the ratio of the sum of the individual crack thicknesses, ^1, to the
thickness of the specimen.
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TABLE 1. Standard Test Conditions for NACE TM0284*

a See [2].

Test period
Temperature
H2S concentration
H2S flow rate
PH
Test solution

Loading stress

96 h (4 days)
25 ± 30C
Saturated (>2300ppm)
100 mL/min-L of solution
5.1-5.4
Synthetic sea water (ASTM Dl 141 -52
Stock solution No. 1 or 2)
Not stressed



c) Orientation of test coupons taken from the

weld area of spiral welded pipe

FIGURE 2. HIC samples from pipe material.

The CLR, CTR, and CSR can be calculated as percentages as follows:

Crack/thickness ratio CTR = ̂  f — J100%

Crack/ length ratio CLR = ̂  (^) 100%

Crack/sensitivity ratio CSR = ]T] (-^jF) 100%

where t is specimen thickness, W is specimen width, a is crack length, and b is crack thickness. As an
alternative to metallographic examination, ultrasonic C scan can be used along with a quantitative
image analysis system to quantify HIC [5, 6].

a) Orientation of test coupons taken from seamless pipe and

from the parent material of longitudinally welded pipe

b) Orientation of test coupons taken from the

weld area of longitudinally welded pipe



c) Sectioning procedure for cutting test coupons from
the weld area of spiral welded pipe.

FIGURE 3. Geometry of specimens cut from plate and from pipe.

Wet-fluorescent magnetic-particle inspection (WFMPI) technique can be used to detect cracks in
welds and adjacent HAZs on the inside surfaces of pipes or vessels. This technique was found to be
more sensitive in locating HIC cracks than other inspection techniques, such as radiography or dry
magnetic-particle examination.

1. Sulfide Stress Cracking

The standard test conditions for the NACE TMO177 [1] test are listed in Table 2. This test is
frequently carried out by immersing specimens in an aqueous solution containing 5% sodium
chloride (NaCl), 0.5% acetic acid (CH3COOH), saturated with H2S gas at ambient temperature and
pressure. Round tensile specimens are commonly used, but, as described in Chapter 60, other types

a) Sectioning procedure for cutting test coupons from seamless
pipe and the parent material welded pipe.
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b) Sectioning procedure for cutting test coupons from
the weld area of longitudinally welded pipe.
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of specimens are also used. Specimens are loaded to various stress levels using calibrated proof rings
or dead-weight testers. Time to failure is monitored for the 720-h test duration; "no failure" is
recorded if failure does not occur within this period.

After characterizing the tensile properties of a material, SSC testing is carried out under constant
load at various load levels, and the times to failure are plotted in terms of applied stress versus time to
failure (see Fig. 4 in Chapter 60). In general, an SSC threshold stress can be determined and is used
as a measure of cracking susceptibility. Susceptibility is strongly influenced by steel strength and
hardness as shown in Figure 5. A sharp increase in cracking susceptibility with increased hardness is
often observed. Heat treating steels to hardness levels below that at which increased cracking
susceptibility occurs has been effective in minimizing field failures in sour service.

2. Determination of Dissolved Hydrogen Concentration Causing HIC
of Linepipe Steels

After the HIC immersion test, some investigators immerse test coupons in glycerin or mercury-
filled collectors held at 450C. The "diffusible hydrogen at 450C," which is evolved is collected and
usually reported as mL H2 (NTP)/100 g of steel. A number of researchers have used measurements of
diffusible hydrogen as a means of assessing HIC susceptibility [7-10] and have correlated diffusible
hydrogen measurements with CLR and CTR [U]. The amount of hydrogen absorbed by a test
coupon at pHth, the pH just low enough to cause HIC, is the value of C^. Ikeda et al. [10] and Hoey
et al. [8] have shown that there is a critical concentration of dissolved hydrogen in a steel, termed
Cth, that must be attained in order for HIC to occur.

C. HYDROGEN DIFFUSIVITY MEASUREMENTS

A well-established approach to measuring hydrogen diffusion in steels involves the use of a dual
electrochemical cell with the steel specimen between the charging and oxidation cells, as shown

Specimen
thickness

Damage totally within
these areas not counted

Specimen w i d t h , W

FIGURE 4. The HIC susceptibility parameters: cross-section perpendicular to rolling direction.

TABLE 2. Standard Test Conditions for NACE TM0177 Solution"

Test period
Temperature
H2S concentration
PH
Test solution
Loading stress

72Oh (30 days)
25 ± 30C
Saturated (> 2300 ppm)
start pH 2.7 end pH 4.5
5% NaCl +0.5% acetic acid (CH3COOH) saturated with H2S
Up to the yield strength

a See [I].
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FIGURE 5. Sour gas cracking threshold stress variation with hardness for steel. Maximum hardness can be
selected as that just prior to the increase in cracking susceptibility.

schematically in Figure 6. Hydrogen atoms are generated on the side of the specimen exposed to the
environment of interest in the charging cell, diffuse through the steel, and are oxidised electro-
chemically on the opposite side of the specimen. This side is exposed to a sodium hydroxide solution
and is maintained at a constant potential sufficiently anodic to oxidize the hydrogen atoms that
diffuse through the steel [12]. The current in the potentiostatic circuit on the oxidizing side is a direct
measure of the instantaneous rate of hydrogen permeation and, by continuous recording of that
current, the effective diffusion coefficient of atomic hydrogen can be determined, as well as the
extent of hydrogen trapping in the steel.

The HIC develops when hydrogen concentration, C0, in the steel matrix exceeds the threshold
hydrogen concentration, Cth [13]. The C0 depends on alloy composition, H2S partial pressure, and
pH. The Cth depends on inclusions and segregation in the matrix [1O].

The distribution of hydrogen atoms is derived from the solution of Pick's second law. In an
operating pipeline, hydrogen atoms entering the steel at the internal surface diffuse through the wall
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FIGURE 6. Schematic of the experimental apparatus for studying hydrogen permeation.



and exit at the external surface, where they form hydrogen gas molecules. The driving force for this
flux of diffusing hydrogen atoms is the concentration gradient between the internal surface [10, 14,
15], where CH = C^, and the external surface, where CH = O, as shown schematically in Figure 7.
The concentration of hydrogen atoms in an operating pipeline is assumed to decrease linearly with
distance through the pipe wall. At midwall, C*1 =0.5 C".

A schematic graph of permeation flux versus time is shown in Figure 8. In order to calculate the
hydrogen concentration (C") on the inside wall of the pipe, the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, D,
must first be calculated, either using the half-rise time (ti/2) formula or using the breakthrough time
(rb) formula given by Devanathan and Stachurski [12].

The diffusion coefficient D using the half-rise time (tm) formula is calculated as follows:

D(caf/s)= ^- (1)
7.2fi/2

where

L = the thickness (cm) of the steel where the permeation probe was attached
f 1/2 = the time (s) needed to obtain one-half of the steady-state current, J00 (see Fig. 8)

The diffusion coefficient can also be calculated using the breakthrough time (tb) expression (see
Fig. 8):

D = T& <2>
There are other approaches to calculating values of D [16,17], but Eq. (1) is often used, and Eq. (2)

usually results in similar values.
The concentration of hydrogen on the inside steel surface, C", is calculated from the maximum

permeation current density using the relationship:

peakCo^mol/cm3)=^ (3)

HYDROGEN ATOM
CONCENTRATION

L= Wall thickness
X = Distance from

internal surface
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FIGURE 7. Hydrogen atom concentration gradient in steel wall.

CH = C0
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FIGURE 8. Schematic permeation transient curve for the hydrogen permeation test.

where

C^ = the concentration of hydrogen at the inside pipe surface (umol/cm3)

Jmax = the peak of the current density (^A/cm2)

F = the Faraday constant (96,487 C/mol)

L = the thickness of the sample (cm)

D = the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen in the steel (cm2/s) calculated from Eqs. (1) and (2)

From Eq. (3), hydrogen concentration C^ is proportional to /max and inversely proportional to D;
thus, C" decreases as /max becomes smaller and as D becomes greater.
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